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Abstract—The tension between “correct and reproducible”
computing and “high-performance” computing is particularly
acute in computational mathematics applications, some of which
require very high numeric precision (hundreds or thousands of
digits) to produce correct and reproducible results, resulting in
very long run times. One solution is to employ a variable pre-
cision design, namely using ordinary single- or double-precision
arithmetic as much as possible, and shifting to higher levels of
precision only when necessary. But managing a large variable
precision computation is a significant programming challenge.

This study presents results using a new arbitrary precision
package and a new four-level variable precision application code
to study a class of polynomials arising from the Poisson potential
function of mathematical physics. The application employs four
levels of precision: IEEE double, IEEE quad, medium precision
(typically 100-1,000 digits) and full precision (typically 5,000 to
50,000 digits). Using this software, we have computed the minimal
polynomials associated with the Poisson potential function, not
just in the special case x = 1/s and y = 1/s (for integers
1 ≤ s ≤ 50), as in an earlier study, but also for many instances
of the broader class of rationals x = p/s and y = q/s, for
1 ≤ p, q < s/2 ≤ 50. In this paper, we present some initial results
of these computations, and also present some lessons learned from
using extreme variable precision in a computational mathematics
application.

Index Terms—variable precision, arbitrary precision, PSLQ

I. REPRODUCIBILITY AND NUMERICAL PRECISION

Ensuring correctness and reproducibility is a premier ob-
jective in all fields of scientific research. Unfortunately, the
field of high-performance computing has lagged such efforts in
other fields of research. One of the difficulties noted in a 2014
ICERM workshop was the issue of numerical reproducibility:

Numerical reproducibility has emerged as a particu-
larly important issue, since the scale of computations
has greatly increased in recent years, particularly
with computations performed on many thousands
of processors and involving similarly large datasets.
Large computations often greatly magnify the level
of numeric error, so that numerical difficulties that
were once of little import now are large enough to
alter the course of the computation or to draw into
question the overall validity of the results. [5]

One remedy to numerical difficulties is to employ a high
level of precision throughout the code. But this is usually
quite wasteful, since in most applications high precision is
only required in a few places. A better solution is to employ

Number of bits
Name Sign Exp. Mant. Hidden Digits
IEEE half 1 5 10 1 3
ARM half 1 5 10 1 3
bfloat16 1 8 7 1 2
IEEE single 1 8 23 1 7
IEEE double 1 11 52 1 15
IEEE extended 1 15 64 0 19
IEEE quad 1 15 112 1 34
double-double 1 11 104 2 31
quad-double 1 11 208 4 62
double-quad 1 15 224 1 68
arbitrary varies varies varies varies varies

TABLE I
COMMONLY USED PRECISION FORMATS

a variable precision design, using low precision arithmetic as
much as possible, and switching to higher levels only when
necessary. Compared with using a fixed level of precision
for the entire application, a variable precision framework
usually features faster processing, better cache utilization,
lower memory usage, lower offline data storage and lower
energy costs (depending on details such the algorithm being
used and the nature of the iterative convergence). But unless
a variable precision computation is carefully managed, there
is potential for loss of accuracy and reproducibility.

At the present time, a number of different floating-point
formats are in use in the high-performance computing world;
see Table I. The three 16-bit formats are used heavily in
machine learning; IEEE 32-bit arithmetic is used in graphics
and other compute-intensive applications. IEEE 64-bit is a
staple of larger applications. IEEE 128-bit (quad) is not yet
implemented in hardware on most processors, but is supported
in software with several compilers, including the gcc, gfortran
and Intel compilers, and is being used in a number of scientific
applications, for example in mathematical biology [15]. Even
higher levels of precision, typically ranging from 100 to
100,000 digits and requiring special software, are needed in
some studies in computational mathematics and physics. We
will address one such application in this paper.

II. EARLIER WORK ON POISSON POLYNOMIALS

Lattice sums related to the Poisson potential function, which
naturally arise in studies of gravitational and electrostatic po-
tentials, have been studied for many years in the mathematical



physics community, for example in [1], [13], [14]. Recently
interest in this topic has been rekindled in light of some
intriguing applications to practical image processing. These
developments have underscored the need to better understand
the underlying theory.

In two earlier papers [4], [6], the present author, Jonathan
Borwein (deceased 2016), Richard Crandall (deceased 2012),
I. J. Zucker, Jason Kimberley and Watson Ladd analyzed the
simple two-dimensional case:

φ2(x, y) =
1

π2

∑
m,n odd

cos(mπx) cos(nπy)

m2 + n2
. (1)

By employing a computational approach, these authors empir-
ically discovered and then proved the intriguing fact that when
x and y are rational numbers, then

φ2(x, y) =
1

π
logα(x, y), (2)

where α(x, y) is an algebraic number, namely the root of a
degree-m polynomial with integer coefficients, for some m.

This result can be explored computationally as follows:
Given rationals x and y, compute α = exp(8πφ2(x, y))
to high precision, then calculate the (m + 1)-long vector
(1, α, α2, · · · , αm), which is input to a variant of the PSLQ
algorithm to discover the coefficients of the polynomial of
degree m, if it exists, satisfied by α (this process will be
described in more detail below).

Some results from one earlier study [4] are shown in Table
II. Among other things, note that when s is an even integer, the
minimal polynomial corresponding to the case x = y = 1/s is
always palindromic (i.e., coefficient ak = am−k, where m is
the degree). For instance, when s = 8 note that the coefficients
of the corresponding polynomial 1− 88α+ 92α2 − 872α3 +
1990α4−872α5+92α6−88α7+α8 read the same backwards
and forwards. Does this extend to larger even integers s?

s Minimal polynomial corresponding to x = y = 1/s
5 1 + 52α− 26α2 − 12α3 + α4

6 1− 28α+ 6α2 − 28α3 + α4

7 −1− 196α+ 1302α2 − 14756α3 + 15673α4 + 42168α5

−111916α6 + 82264α7 − 35231α8 + 19852α9

−2954α10 − 308α11 + 7α12

8 1− 88α+ 92α2 − 872α3 + 1990α4 − 872α5 + 92α6

−88α7 + α8

9 −1− 534α+ 10923α2 − 342864α3 + 2304684α4

−7820712α5 + 13729068α6 − 22321584α7 + 39775986α8

−44431044α9 + 19899882α10 + 3546576α11

−8458020α12 + 4009176α13 − 273348α14 + 121392α15

−11385α16 − 342α17 + 3α18

10 1− 216α+ 860α2 − 744α3 + 454α4 − 744α5 + 860α6

−216α7 + α8

TABLE II
SAMPLE OF POLYNOMIALS PRODUCED IN EARLIER STUDY [4].

Furthermore, Jason Kimberley of the University of Newcas-
tle, Australia observed that the degree m(s) of the minimal
polynomial associated with the case x = y = 1/s appears to

be given by the following rule: Set m(2) = 1/2. Otherwise for
primes p congruent to 1 modulo 4, set m(p) = (p−1)2/4, and
for primes p congruent to 3 modulo 4, set m(p) = (p2−1)/4.
Then for any other positive integer s whose prime factorization
is s = pe11 p

e2
2 · · · perr ,

m(s) = 4r−1
r∏
i=1

p
2(ei−1)
i m(pi). (3)

Does Kimberley’s formula hold for larger integers s?
In a second earlier study [6], we explored this with more

capable tools: (a) a new thread-safe, high-level arbitrary
precision package, 3X faster than the package used in the
original study; (b) a new three-level multipair PSLQ integer
relation algorithm, 4X faster than the scheme used earlier;
and (c) a parallel implementation on a 16-core system. These
enhancements resulted in a combined speedup of up to 156X.

Using this improved software, we confirmed that Kimber-
ley’s formula holds for all integers s up to 52 (except for
s = 41, 43, 47, 49, 51, which were too expensive to test) and
also for s = 60 and s = 64. These computations employed
up to 64,000-digit precision, and produced polynomials with
degrees up to 512 and integer coefficients up to 10229.

By doing Google searches on the coefficients of the result-
ing polynomials, we found a connection to a 2010 paper by
Savin and Quarfoot [17]. These investigations subsequently led
to a proof, given in [6], that Kimberley’s formula (3) is valid,
and also a proof of the fact that when s is even, the minimal
polynomial corresponding to x = y = 1/s is palindromic (i.e.,
coefficient ak = am−k, where m is the degree).

As gratifying as these results are, they still leave many
questions unanswered. In particular, note that the above anal-
yses focused on the special case x = y = 1/s for integer
1 ≤ s ≤ 50. What happens for more general rational
arguments, say for x = p/s, y = q/s for integers 1 ≤ p, q <
s ≤ 50, or for even higher bounds than 50? Is there an
analogue to Kimberley’s formula for this more general class?
Computationally exploring this larger class is clearly much
more expensive than just the special case x = y = 1/s. Can
the computational tools used above be further accelerated?

In this paper, we describe a significantly enhanced version
of the computational software. We first developed a new arbi-
trary precision software package that supports a dynamically
varying level of precision, with roughly 4X faster performance
(in the all-Fortran version) than the version used earlier. Sec-
ondly, we developed a new four-level multipair PSLQ code,
employing double precision, quad precision, medium precision
(typically 100-1,000 digits) and full precision (typically 5,000
to 50,000 digits), which produces some additional speedup
over the three-level code used before. In this paper, we briefly
describe this new software and present some initial results.

III. THREAD-SAFE ARBITRARY PRECISION SOFTWARE

Arbitrary precision computations such as the Poisson poly-
nomial problem discussed in this paper are both very compute-
intensive and very unforgiving of software bugs or numerical



inaccuracy. For example, a computation with 100-digit preci-
sion arithmetic is typically 100X more expensive than one that
requires only ordinary double precision, and a computation
with 1,000-digit precision is typically 1,000X to 10,000X more
expensive than double, depending on whether transcendental
functions are involved. Because the performance rates of indi-
vidual processor cores are no longer rapidly increasing, state-
of-the-art computing applications such as this must employ
multicore and multi-node parallelism [8].

In arbitrary precision applications, it is difficult to achieve
significant parallel speedup within a single arbitrary precision
arithmetic operation, but significant speedups can be achieved
at the application level (e.g., parallelizing a loop containing
arbitrary precision operations), using a shared-memory, mul-
tithreaded parallel model such as OpenMP. However, such
computations must be entirely “thread-safe.”

Unfortunately, most of the available software packages for
arbitrary precision computation are not thread-safe, particu-
larly in a dynamically variable precision application. Some
packages, for example, employ global read/write arrays to
control the current working precision and to support transcen-
dental functions, but these features destroy thread safety. In
some cases, these difficulties might be rectified by employing
parallel programming pragmas, but such changes would need
to be made within the package itself, which is typically not
an option, and may reduce overall performance.

Until recently, only one arbitrary precision floating-point
package was certified thread-safe, namely the GNU MPFR
package [11]. The MPFR package features correct rounding,
includes numerous transcendental and special functions, and
achieves very fast timings. However, MPFR is only a low-
level library; it does not include high-level language bindings,
which, practically speaking, are required to support full-scale
application codes. Also, MPFR requires a lengthy installation
procedure with administrator permission (to install MPFR and
GMP on the user’s computer), which discourages many users.
Further, if a thread-safe build option is not properly invoked
during installation, the resulting software is not thread-safe.

IV. THE MPFUN2020 ARBITRARY PRECISION PACKAGE

In the previous study [6], we utilized a package for arbitrary
precision floating-point computation, developed by the present
author, named MPFUN2015 [2]. It is available in two versions:
(a) a self-contained, all-Fortran version; and (b) a version
that calls the MPFR package for low-level operations, which
is approximately 5X faster. Both versions are thread-safe,
by avoiding global read/write data, and by incorporating the
current working precision into the data structure of every
arbitrary precision datum. Both versions also include a high-
level Fortran language interface, implemented using custom
datatypes and operator overloading, which supports arbitrary
precision real and complex data, numerous transcendentals
and special functions. In most cases, an application using
ordinary IEEE double precision can be converted to use
the MPFUN2015 package simply by changing a few type
statements and a few other minor modifications.

However, this software has some limitations. The all-Fortran
version of MPFUN2015 is certainly easy to install; the library
can be compiled in just a few seconds with a short script. But
the fact that it is 5X slower than the MPFR-based version is
a significant handicap. On the other hand, the MPFR-based
version based is much more complicated to install, as noted
above. Can the best features of the two versions be combined?

To that end, the present author has written a new arbitrary
precision package, named MPFUN2020 [3]. It features:
• An all-Fortran design, based on eight-byte integer arith-

metic, that can be compiled in a few seconds with any
Fortran-2008 compliant compiler, including the gfortran,
Intel and NAG Fortran compilers, on a variety of systems,
including Mac OS X and various Linux platforms.

• A 100% thread-safe design as before.
• A full-featured high-level Fortran language interface, so

that only type statements and a few other minor changes
are required to convert most double precision codes.

• Support for common transcendental functions (sin, cos,
exp, etc.) and several special functions.

• Support for arbitrary precision real and complex
datatypes, plus interfaces for IEEE double and quad.

• Support for both a full and a medium precision datatype,
which in some applications (such as Poisson problems)
results in lower memory usage and memory traffic.

• FFT-based multiplication for faster performance at very
high precision.

• Overall performance rates that are several times faster
than the earlier all-Fortran package, and nearly as fast as
the MPFR-based version.

The all-Fortran version of MPFUN2020 is approximately
26,000 lines of Fortran. Details and code are available at [3].

In addition, the present author has also prepared an updated
MPFR-based version for the MPFUN2020 package. While
it still requires a lengthy initial installation procedure (to
install MPFR and GMP), it runs somewhat faster than the all-
Fortran version of MPFUN2020. The two versions are “plug-
compatible,” in the sense that if a simple guideline is followed,
application codes written to work with one version will also
work with the other, without any changes whatsoever. The
MPFR-based version of MPFUN2020 is approximately 20,000
lines of Fortran; it calls the MPFR library (93,000 lines of C),
which in turn calls the GMP library (83,000 lines of C).

Both the all-Fortran and the MPFR-based versions have
been carefully tested, using rigorous test programs included in
the package and other tests. Further, as we will see in Sections
V and VIII, the Poisson polynomial calculations described in
this paper are very rigorous tests of computational integrity.

V. A FOUR-LEVEL MULTIPAIR PSLQ CODE

Given an (m + 1)-long input vector X = (xi) of real
numbers (given as very high-precision floating-point values),
an integer relation algorithm attempts to find a nontrivial
(m+ 1)-long vector of integers (ai) such that

a0x0 + a1x1 + a2x2 + · · ·+ amxm = 0, (4)



to within the tolerance of the numeric precision being used.
In the application discussed in this paper, where we are

given a high-precision floating-point value α that is suspected
to be an algebraic number of degree m, one computes the
(m + 1)-long vector X = (1, α, α2, · · · , αm) and inputs the
vector to an integer relation-finding algorithm. If an integer
relation (ai) is found for X that holds to the level of precision
being used, then the resulting vector of integers may be the
coefficients of an integer polynomial of degree m satisfied by
α (subject to further verification).

As a simple illustration, suppose one suspects that
the real constant α, whose numerical value to 80 digits
is 2.1195912698291751313298483349346871106280
7145783249543921443000325120624764609847 . . ., is
an algebraic number of degree eight. After computing
the vector (1, α, α2, · · · , α8) and applying the
multipair PSLQ integer relation algorithm, the relation
(1,−216, 860,−744, 454,−744, 860,−216, 1) is produced,
so that α appears to satisfy the polynomial 1 − 216α +
860α2− 744α3+454α4− 744α5+860α6− 216α7+α8 = 0.
This is the fourth of the polynomials listed in Table II.

The multipair PSLQ algorithm [7] is a more efficient and
moderately parallelizable variant of PSLQ, the most widely
used integer relation algorithm (although some use a variant of
LLL [10]). Iterations of the multipair PSLQ algorithm develop
a sequence of invertible integer matrices An, their inverses
Bn and real matrices Hn (in lower quadrature form), so that
the reduced vector y = Bn · X has steadily smaller entries,
until one entry of y is smaller than the epsilon specified for
detection, or precision has been exhausted.

The size of the drop in min(|yi|) when the relation is
detected can be viewed as a confidence level that the relation
so discovered is a real mathematical relation and not merely
a numerical artifact — see Figure 1. A drop of 20 or more
orders of magnitude almost always indicates a real relation,
and, by implication, that all hardware and software performed
impeccably. In the calculations described in Section VIII, all
listed results exhibited a drop of at least 300 orders.

Integer relation detection (by any algorithm) requires very
high precision: at least (m+1)maxk log10 |ak| digits, or there
is no chance of finding the underlying relation. Multipair
PSLQ is very efficient with precision, compared with other
integer relation algorithms, in the sense that it can typically
detect a relation when the numeric precision is only a few
percent higher than this minimum bound [7].

Our most recent study [6] of the Poisson polynomial prob-
lem employed a three-level variable precision code, based on
a scheme sketched in [7]: (a) double precision; (b) medium
precision, typically 100-1000 digits; and (c) full precision,
typically 5,000 to 50,000 digits. With this scheme, almost all
iterations of the multipair PSLQ algorithm are performed in
double precision. When an entry of the double precision y
vector is smaller than 10−14, or when an entry of the double
precision A or B array contains a value exceeding 1013, the
medium precision arrays are updated from the double precision
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Fig. 1. Plot of log10(min |yi|) versus iteration number in a typical
multipair PSLQ run. Note the sudden drop at iteration 199 to the
multiprecision “epsilon” (10−250 in this run), a drop of 200 orders
of magnitude.

arrays using matrix multiplication via the formulas

y := B̂ · y, B := B̂ ·B, A := Â ·A, H := Â ·H, (5)

where the hat notation indicates the double precision arrays.
When an entry of the medium precision y vector is smaller

than the medium precision epsilon, or when the medium
precision A or B array contains a value nearly as large as
the medium precision maximum, then the full precision arrays
are updated from the medium precision arrays using similar
formulas. Full details of this process will not be given here,
but suffice it to say that considerable care must be taken in
this implementation to correctly handle all precision handoffs
and scenarios that may arise.

For the study described in this paper, we developed and
deployed a new four-level implementation of the multipair
PSLQ algorithm, employing: (a) IEEE double precision; (b)
IEEE quad precision; (c) medium precision, typically 100-
1000 digits; and (d) full precision, typically 5,000 to 50,000
digits. IEEE quad precision was handled via the software
support for 16-byte reals that is now included in the gfortran
and Intel Fortran compilers, among others.

The principal savings of including IEEE quad precision
in the precision hierarchy occurs when the double precision
iterations encounter a value that too large to be represented
exactly (i.e. a value exceeding 253). In such instances, the
current iteration must be abandoned and the calculation must
retreat to double precision arrays saved in an earlier iteration;
ten iterations are then repeated using quad precision. Using
quad precision instead of medium precision for these repeated
iterations yields significant run-time savings, compared with
the three-level code used in the previous study. Using quad
precision also yields run-time savings in the initial iterations,
typically several hundred in number, which must be performed
in higher precision.



On the other hand, this four-level code is correspondingly
more complicated than the three-level code, increasing the
number of lines of code in the PSLQ section by nearly 50%.
As before, considerable care must be taken to correctly handle
all precision handoffs and other scenarios that may arise.

VI. HIGH-LEVEL COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM

Here is the high-level algorithm we employed to discover
the Poisson polynomials, condensed and updated from [6]:

1) Given rationals x = p/s and y = q/s (typically
satisfying 1 ≤ p, q < s/2 ≤ 50), select a conjectured
minimal polynomial degree m, a medium precision level
P1 digits, a full precision level P2 digits and other
parameters for the run.

2) Calculate φ2(x, y) to P2-digit precision using the fol-
lowing formula from [4]:

φ2(x, y) =
1

2π
log

∣∣∣∣θ2(z, q)θ4(z, q)θ1(z, q)θ3(z, q)

∣∣∣∣ , (6)

where q = e−π and z = π
2 (y + ix). Compute the four

theta functions using the following rapidly convergent
formulas from [9, p. 52]:

θ1(z, q) = 2

∞∑
k=1

(−1)k−1q(2k−1)
2/4 sin((2k − 1)z),

θ2(z, q) = 2

∞∑
k=1

q(2k−1)
2/4 cos((2k − 1)z),

θ3(z, q) = 1 + 2

∞∑
k=1

qk
2

cos(2kz),

θ4(z, q) = 1 + 2

∞∑
k=1

(−1)kqk
2

cos(2kz). (7)

3) Calculate α = exp(8πφ2(x, y)) and generate the (m +
1)-long vector X = (1, α, α2, · · · , αm) to P2-digit
precision (the 8 is inserted here to accelerate solution).

4) Apply the four-level multipair PSLQ algorithm to find
an integer relation for X , if one exists, to the precision
being used (P2 digits). For large problems, employ a
parallel version of the four-level multipair PSLQ code,
using the OpenMP DO PARALLEL construct to perform
certain time-intensive loops in parallel.

5) If a numerically significant relation is not found, try
again with a larger degree m or a higher full precision
level P2. If a relation is found, employ the polynomial
factorization facilities in Mathematica or Maple to en-
sure that the resulting polynomial is irreducible.

Note that formulas (6) and (7) above involve sines and
cosines of complex arguments (since z is complex). The
MPFUN2020 software includes full support for transcendental
functions and the complex datatype, so these formulas were
implemented simply as stated in (6) and (7).

The high-level program that includes the computation of
φ2(x, y) and the four-level multipair PSLQ scheme, as speci-
fied in the steps above, is approximately 3,500 lines of Fortran.

Arbitrary Multipair Run time (CPU seconds)
precision package PSLQ x = y = 1/29 x = y = 1/35
Old all-Fortran 3-level 247819.68 220202.68
New all-Fortran 3-level 55691.66 49221.37

4-level 52920.67 47093.43
New MPFR-based 3-level 45038.87 41442.57

4-level 45411.23 39762.23

TABLE III
COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF CODE VERSIONS

Recall from Table II, covering the case x = y = 1/s,
that when s is even, the corresponding minimal polynomial
is palindromic, or in other words that coefficient ak = am−k,
where m is the degree of the polynomial. In [6] this observa-
tion was proved to hold for all positive integers s. In the more
general case x = p/s and y = q/s discussed in this paper,
we have observed, but have not yet proved, that the resulting
minimal polynomial is always palindromic when s is even.

After completion of the previous study [6], it was pointed
out to the present author by Nitya Mani, a student at Stanford
University [16], that if α satisfies a palindromic polynomial
of degree m, then α + 1/α satisfies a polynomial of degree
m/2, and the degree-m polynomial satisfied by α can then be
easily reconstructed from the degree-m/2 polynomial satisfied
by α + 1/α. This fact was exploited in the present study to
greatly reduce the run time for the cases when s is even.

VII. PERFORMANCE

Table III shows some performance results comparing the
old and new arbitrary precision packages and the three-
level and four-level PSLQ codes. The two application cases
displayed are: (a) x = y = 1/29, which requires 19,700-digit
arithmetic (full precision), producing a polynomial of degree
196 with coefficients ranging from 1 up to roughly 1087; and
(b) x = y = 1/35, which requires 18,900-digit arithmetic
(full precision), producing a polynomial of degree 192 with
coefficients ranging from 1 up to roughly 1085. These runs
were performed on an Apple MacPro with a 3 GHz 8-core
Intel Xeon E5 processor and 32 GByte main memory. The
codes were compiled using gfortran/gcc version 10.2.0, with
MPFR 4.0.2 and GMP 6.2.0.

Over 99% of the runtime of these calculations was in the
multpair PSLQ code. Within the multipair PSLQ code, the
breakdown of runtime by precision level is as follows (based
on the all-Fortran, 4-level run of x = y = 1/35): double
precision 5.9%, quad precision 0.1%, medium precision (950
digits) 50.0%, and full precision (18,900 digits) 44.0%.

The results in Table III show that the code using the new
all-Fortran version of MPFUN2020 is only 15% slower than
the MPFR-based version. This ratio is a dramatic improvement
over the earlier all-Fortran package, which is 5.5X slower than
the code using the MPFR-based version. The 4-level PSLQ
package resulted in an improvement of typically 5% over the
3-level PSLQ package used in the earlier study, although,
oddly, in one case (lower left corner of the table) it made
no significant difference.



Each version of these codes is moderately parallelizable
using OpenMP. For some parallel performance results of 3-
level codes, see [6]. Because of the iterative nature of the
multipair PSLQ algorithm, there does not appear to be any
hope at the present time of employing massively parallel
processing on a single case run. On the other hand, in studies
of Poisson polynomials such as this, where many different
cases need to be catalogued, each case can be performed
independently, so there is substantial natural parallelism that
can be exploited (and was exploited in this study).

VIII. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

For this study, numerous cases were run, as summarized in
Table IV, using the software described in the previous sections.
These cases are: x = 1/s, y = q/s, for s from 10 to 40 (except
37, which was too expensive to complete for this study), and,
for a given s, for q in the range 1 ≤ q < s/2. Only the degrees
of the resulting polynomials are shown in Table IV; the full
polynomials and other details of runs, together with the source
code for the runs, are available from the author. These runs
were performed on an Apple MacPro with a 3 GHz 8-core
Intel Xeon E5 processor and 32 GByte memory. The codes
were compiled using gfortran/gcc version 10.2.0.

It can be shown from formula (1) that φ2(m+ x, n+ y) =
φ2(x, y), for any integers m,n, so there is no need to run
cases x = p/s, y = q/s, where p, q ≤ 0 or p, q > s. In
fact, by similar reasoning, one only need examine cases where
1 ≤ p, q < s/2. These are the cases shown in Table IV.

Run times vary dramatically in these cases, from less than
0.01 seconds for the case x = y = 1/10, to 1,048,000
CPU-seconds (291 CPU-hours) for the case x = y = 1/39.
Each of the s = 39 cases employed 42,000-digit arithmetic
(full precision), producing polynomials of degree 288, with
coefficients ranging from 1 up to approximately 10129 (except
for q = 14, which produced a polynomial of degree 144).

Each case in Table IV exhibited a drop of at least 300
orders of magnitude at detection (in most cases over 1000
orders of magnitude), so that the polynomials produced by the
runs are very unlikely to be numerical artifacts (see Section
V). Mathematica 12.1.0 and Maple 2020 were employed to
confirm that the polynomials are irreducible.

Table V, shown on the last page in a small font, presents
one representative minimal polynomial, namely the degree-
100 polynomial found by the program for the case x = y =
1/25. It is typical of Poisson polynomials, in that the initial
coefficient is 1 or −1, then coefficients ascend to a maximum
size (here roughly 1045), and then descend back down.

This crescent-shaped pattern, starting with 1 or −1, is addi-
tional strong numerical evidence that the polynomial produced
by the computer program is the true minimal polynomial
associated with this case, and that all hardware, software and
application code performed flawlessly, since otherwise it is
exceedingly unlikely that the resulting coefficients would have
this distinctive and highly improbable pattern. By contrast,
in cases where the program failed to find a numerically
significant relation, say due to a coding bug, insufficient degree

q: first row 1–10; second row, 11–20
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

s 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
10 8 16 4 16
11 30 30 30 30 30
12 16 32 16 32 8
13 36 36 36 36 18 36
14 24 48 24 48 24 48
15 32 32 32 16 32 32 32
16 32 64 32 64 32 64 16
17 64 64 64 32 64 64 64 64
18 36 72 36 72 36 72 36 72
19 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90
20 32 64 32 64 32 64 32 64 16
21 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 48 96 96
22 60 120 60 120 60 120 60 120 60 120
23 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132 132

132
24 64 128 64 128 32 128 32 128 64 128

32
25 100 100 100 100 100 100 50 100 100 100

100 100
26 72 144 72 144 36 144 72 144 72 144

72 144
27 162 162 162 162 162 162 162 162 162 162

162 162 162
28 96 192 96 192 96 192 96 192 96 192

96 192 48
29 196 196 196 196 196 196 196 196 196 196

196 98 196 196
30 64 128 64 128 64 128 64 128 64 128

32 128 64 128
31 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240

240 240 240 240 240
32 128 256 128 256 128 256 128 256 128 256

128 256 128 256 64
33 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 120

240 240 240 240 240 240
34 128 256 128 256 128 256 128 256 128 256

128 256 64 256 128 256
35 192 192 192 192 192 96 192 192 192 192

192 192 192 192 192 192 192
36 144 288 144 288 144 288 144 288 144 288

144 288 144 288 144 288 72
38 180 360 180 360 180 360 180 360 180 360

180 360 180 360 180 360 180 360
39 288 288 288 288 288 288 288 288 288 288

288 288 288 144 288 288 288 288 288
40 128 256 128 256 128 256 128 256 64 256

64 256 128 256 128 256 128 256 64

TABLE IV
MINIMAL POLYNOMIAL DEGREES FOR THE CASES x = 1/s, y = q/s.

m or insufficient precision level P2, the resulting erroneous
integer coefficients typically were all roughly the same size,
within one or two orders of magnitude.

The results in Table IV are encouraging, but they raise more
questions than answers. To begin with, note that these results,
except the results in the first column, are not all consistent with
Kimberley’s formula, which has been proven only for the cases
p = q = 1. For example, note that when s is even, the degrees
for even q are, in most cases, double the degrees for q = 1.
But there are exceptions, when the degrees are only half as
large. For instance when s = 36, degrees alternate between
144 and 288, yet when q = 17, the degree is 72. There are
also anomalies when s is odd. Note, for instance, that when
s = 35, all degrees are 192, as given by Kimberley’s formula,



except the degree is 96 when q = 6. Is there a generalization
of Kimberley’s formula for the larger class 1 ≤ p, q < s/2?

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

While these results are a useful start, understanding the
puzzling behavior of the Poisson polynomials will require
substantial additional computation. In particular, more cases
x = p/s, y = q/s, for integers 1 ≤ p, q < s/2, need to be
computed, instead of just the cases with p = 1, as analyzed
in this paper, or just p = q = 1, as in the previous study
[6]. Including a range of both p and q will greatly multiply
the computational cost. Cases with s > 40, which are very
expensive to compute, also need additional study.

In light of challenges such as this, research is needed in how
to more rapidly perform PSLQ-type integer relation computa-
tions, and how to efficiently implement these computations
on a highly parallel platform. While, say, a 12X parallel
speedup on a 16-core system is certainly welcome, a scheme to
efficiently employ hundreds or thousands of cores on a single
case would be better, even given the fact that separate cases
can be run independently in parallel. A fundamentally different
integer relation algorithm may be required [6].

Note, by the way, that simply parallelizing a full-precision
implementation of an algorithm such as multipair PSLQ,
which possibly would achieve large speedups, is not helpful,
since this would violate the principle, enunciated for example
in [8], that any timing comparisons in parallel computing must
be made to the most efficient practical serial algorithm. In this
case, the most efficient practical serial algorithm is a three-
or four-level multipair PSLQ algorithm, so this must be the
starting point for any efficient parallel implementation (and
parallel versions to date have yielded only modest speedups).

Finally, the challenges of implementations such as those
described in this paper underscore the need for more research
on improved software facilities to handle variable precision
computing, including half, single, double and quad, as well as
extreme precision. Some suggestions include:

1) Seamlessly incorporating an arbitrary precision facility,
say based on the MPFR package, in future Fortran and
C language standards.

2) Checking all available software supporting variable and
arbitrary precision for thread safety, and fixing or dep-
recating libraries that are not strictly thread-safe.

3) Rethinking automatic type conversions and mixed-mode
operations, which, although part of most languages
and compilers, hinder the development of correct and
reproducible variable precision computing, in the present
author’s opinion. At the least, could some of these
features be optionally disabled or modified?

4) Investigating novel numerical algorithms, error control
and error analysis techniques, appropriate not only for
single and double precision on a single processor system,
but also for the realm of very high precision and very
highly parallel computing.

5) Developing fundamentally new paradigms for variable
precision computing, perhaps along the lines of [12].
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